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CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

Revered Sir/Madam,

The Department of Zoology is going to organize national seminar on March 27, 2010 sponsored by HEC, Panchkula. You are requested to circulate among the concerned teachers of Botany, Zoology, Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Bioinformatics, Anthropology etc subjects and permit them to attend the same. The TA/DA of participants shall be borne by the concerned college/self.

✔ Debate/MS submissions to enrich delegates:
  1. Diversity of life       3. Environment & Life
  2. Technology & Life       4. Sustainability of life etc.

✔ The submission of ms of abstract/full papers (soft copy) on or before 25.3.2010 on the given below email addresses/personally.

✔ There shall be an oral/poster session followed by publication of the proceedings.

✔ The research papers published in national seminar proceedings/National journal without impact factor carries 10 points (APIS) score. The points are required for promotion or direct recruitment as per proposed draft of UGC, New Delhi.

✔ Rs 500/- per full length paper will be charged for publication in proceeding of seminar including registration fee of first/corresponding author only.

Dr. Vineeta Shukla
Head

Note: Rs 100/- fee for Registration and abstract publication.

Abstract submission address : 1. sminakshi.2007@rediffmail.com (09996211189)
                          2. kataria511@gmail.com (09416159677)

Venue :

Registration : intimate through email OR 830 Hrs onwards on 27.3.10